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influences: Radiohead, Aphex Twin, Flying Lotus // 
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What happens if you funnel electric piano jazz licks, ana-
logue synthesizer bass lines and meandering soundscapes 
through a kaoss pad effects processor and add electronic 
minimal beats and acoustic hip hop breaks? On their debut 
album The Clocks Are Not in Unison the Hamburg-based 
musicians Tim Stahlberg and Pawel Wieleba search for an 
answer.

Seemingly pre-programmed music turns out to be impro-
vised live, with real instruments; where jazz structures 
unfold, distant styles interject (from ambient to krautrock); 
when the bass rolls heavily into the foreground, sound 
clouds from Twin Peaks loom large in the background; and 
under the groove of the acoustic drums pulsate the loops 
of 80ies drum machine aesthetics. During their search, the 
two musicians devoured an unhealthy amount of Radiohead, 
Flying Lotus and Aphex Twin and lost any respect for genre 
boundaries. Their answer is the attempt to make simultane-
ously what is non-simultaneous and connect what is non-
connectable.

Astonishingly, this attempt is made by two musicians only: 
Tim Stahlberg has his hands full with churning out bass 
lines, harmonies and melodies from the prophet synthesizer 
and rhodes piano, while Pawel Wieleba switches back and 
forth between drum kit and electronic beats. This minimalist 
line-up gives the music air to breathe, but is a venture all the 
same. If you listen closely, you can feel how the two mu-
sicians are bustling with their experiment, relentlessly 
putting together different pieces. 

The clocks are not in unison – or are they?


